BREAKOUT SESSION ONE 10:30-11:30

HEALTH AND COMMUNITY FROM LOCAL TO GLOBAL CONTEXTS
Session Chair: Annie Rohan

A Public Health System Approach to Identifying Prevention Priorities for a Local Health Department
Tavora Buckman • Nassau County Department of Health • tbuchman@nassaucountyny.gov | Celina Cabello • Nassau County Department of Health • ccabello@nassaucountyny.gov

Hispanic Communities of Suffolk County in Long Island: A Steadily Growing Population in Need of Information and Access to Healthcare
Julio Carrion • Stony Brook University • julio.carrion@stonybrookmedicine.edu | Comlan Missih • Stony Brook University • nalmoc2@gmail.com

Carolyn Coburn • Stony Brook University • carolyn.coburn@stonybrook.edu | Michael Restivo • SUNY Geneseo • mike.restivo@gmail.com | John Shandra • Stony Brook University • john.shandra@stonybrook.edu

Community Engagement And Stem Cell Research: A New Paradigm For Bioethics and Public Policy
Brooke Ellison • Stony Brook University • brooke.ellison@stonybrook.edu

MADNESS TO MEDICALIZATION TO MAD PRIDENumber Chair: Pamela Block, Stony Brook University

College Student Voice, Mental Health, and Active Minds: A Narrative Inquiry Study
Rachel McDonald • The College of William and Mary • rlmcdonald@email.wm.edu

From Madness to Medicalization to Mad Pride: Does the Evolution of Monikers Help People Avoid Risk Factors for Schizophrenia?
Cassandra Evans • Stony Brook University • cassandra.evans@stonybrook.edu

Evidence-Based Practices to Facilitate the Recovery of Individuals with Mental Illness
Sean Getty • Stony Brook University • sean.getty@stonybrook.edu

QUALITY & OPTIONS ACROSS THE HEART DISEASE CONTINUUMSession Chair: Corrine Jurgens

Peer Navigators to Promote Cardiac Rehabilitation Enrollment: Preliminary Results of a Pilot Randomized Controlled Trial
Sobia Ali Faisal • York University • sobia.ali-faisal@uhnresearch.ca | Lisa Benz-Scott • Stony Brook University • lisa.benzscott@stonybrook.edu | Sherri Grace • York University • sgrace@yorku.ca

Mild Cognitive Impairment in Heart Failure with Preserved Ejection Fraction
Kenneth Faulkner • Stony Brook University • kenneth.Faulkner@stonybrook.edu

Promoting Advance Care Planning in Patients with Heart Disease: A Quality Improvement Study
THE ROLE OF REHABILITATION AND WELLNESS IN PEDIATRIC SURVIVORS
Session Chair: Iris Fineberg
The Need for Rehabilitation in Pediatric Cancer from Diagnosis to Survivorship
Mitra Varedi • Stony Brook University • seyedeh-mitra.varedi-kolaei@stonybrook.edu

The Role of Rehabilitation in Acute Care Pediatric Oncology
Susan Miale • Stony Brook University • susan.miale@stonybrook.edu

Development of a Community-based Wellness Program for Pediatric Survivor of Cancer
Raymond McKenna • Stony Brook University • raymond.mckenna@stonybrook.edu | Susan Miale • Stony Brook University • susan.miale@stonybrook.edu

THE BLACK CHURCH: THE STAKEHOLDER ADDRESSING AFRICAN-AMERICAN HEALTH CARE
Session Chair: Thomasina Brown info@cclemmonscenter.org
The Black Church: The Stakeholder Addressing African-American Health Care
Eloise Tyler • The Clara Cantrell Clemmons Assistance Center • etyler@cclemmonscenter.org

Cancer Screening And Education In The African American Community
Ann Stephens • The Essence Of Life Health Education And Resource • info@cclemmonscenter.org

The Black Church Response to the Inequity of Health Care for African-Americans
Helen Morris Jackson • Broken Vessel • hmj422@netzero.net

IDEAL PATIENT OUTCOMES AND SATISFACTION: BEST PRACTICES FOR ACUTE AND COMMUNITY CARE PART I
Session Chair: Dan Roberts
Adding the Legal Advocate to Patient Care: A proven Strategy to Address Social Determinants of Health in Caring for Cancer Patients
Denise Snow • Stony Brook University • denise.snow@stonybrook.edu | Lynn Hallarman • Stony Brook University • lynn.hallarman@stonybrookmedicine.edu

What is the Impact of the Flu Mask Protocol on Influenza Vaccine Acceptance Rates?
Frances Edwards • Stony Brook University • fedwards1@nshs.edu

Does Providing Information About What To Expect in the Emergency Department Improve Patient Satisfaction?
Sandra Bastidas • Stony Brook University • sandra.bastidas@stonybrook.edu | Marie Marino • Stony Brook University • marie.marino@stonybrook.edu